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Clickity!Â Clickity! Long green feet!Â Â Who is dancing that clickity beat?Lizard is dancing on clickity

feet. Â Clickity! Clickity! Happy feet!Introducing a get-up-and-dance toddler book-so catchy and

rhythmic, you'll almost want to sing it.Lindsey Craig's rollicking text features funny sound words

(Tippity! Creepity! Stompity! Thumpity!), dancing animals, a singsong beat, and a guessing element

just easy enough for preschoolers to anticipate. Marc Brown's artwork is bright, textured, and joyful,

a collage of simple shapes for kids to find and name.So grab a partner and tap your feet to this

read-aloud picture-book treat.From the Hardcover edition.
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This rhythmical, stepping out, herd of happy little feet will get your little ones moving. If you have an

expressive voice and a passel of little ones to entertain, you can almost count on several happy little

dancers. The rhyming sequence is very singsong and can easily be adapted to music. The artwork

is very bright and exudes a happy aura. Just picture four colorful ducks . . .Slappity!

Slappity!Webbed orange feet!Who is dancingthat slappity beat?Ducks are dancingon slappity

feet.Slappity! Slappity!Happy feet!Your little one will tippity, stompity, slappity, creepity, thumpity,

and crickity with an irresistible cast of critter creatures. There are ladybugs, an elephant, ducks, a

caterpillar, a bear and a lizard. Lindsey Craig has teamed up with Marc Brown of "Arthur" fame, to

bring everyone a perfect little cast of dancers. This would be a perfect book for circle or story time!



My two year old just loves this book. I bought it because he kept coming home from daycare talking

about it. He'd memorized it before he got his own copy, but he still loves reading it. Very cute and an

easy quick read.

The book is awesome. The kindle version is _terrible_. The pictures are so small you can't actually

see the wonderful illustrations. I'm convinced no human actually had anything to do with converting

it to kindle. Sigh.

This is such a charming book for ages 0-3. The sweet rhyming lyrical beat of this book makes it a

perfect read aloud for little ones. My 3 year old boy adores standing up and acting out the stompity

or slapity actions of this book. It is also great for introducing animals to little ones. My one year old

daughter adores the pictures and makes her best animal sound at each page.Our instinct is to get

up and dance to this book. My kids love it and it is a perfect addition to your in home library. Already

its one of those books I want to keep in my purse for entertainment emergencies. It has the words

and the art to keep any kid entertained. Get this book

My granddaughter loves this book - the rhyming and rhythm of it help her to remember the words.

Requires her to remember and match picture clues to the animal on the next page. She asks to

have it read often.

I bought the book for a 10 month old, so really should have chosen the paperboard option. But the

verses are really cute and the animals appropriate for a baby. Bought PeekABoo Kisses with this

one and together they brought hours of fun during my visit.

My 3-year old looooooves this book, especially when we sign it with accents and sound effects. We

borrowed it randomly at the library and she requested it so many times, I bought it for our collection.

My daughter loves this book and asks me to read it to her multiple times per day. It has a great

rhythm to it and is fun to read. The illustrations are fabulous. I have given this book as a gift to many

people who are having kids (or have kids) and have gotten great feedback from them about it as

well.
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